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We present a constraint on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, derived from measurements of cosmic microwave
background (CMB) polarization B-modes with “delensing,” whereby the uncertainty on r contributed by the
sample variance of the gravitational lensing B-modes is reduced by cross-correlating against a lensing
B-mode template. This template is constructed by combining an estimate of the polarized CMB with a tracer
of the projected large-scale structure. The large-scale-structure tracer used is a map of the cosmic infrared
background derived from Planck satellite data, while the polarized CMB map comes from a combination of
South Pole Telescope, BICEP/Keck, and Planck data. We expand the BICEP/Keck likelihood analysis
framework to accept a lensing template and apply it to the BICEP/Keck dataset collected through 2014
using the same parametric foreground modeling as in the previous analysis. From simulations, we find that
the uncertainty on r is reduced by ∼10%, from σðrÞ ¼ 0.024 to 0.022, which can be compared with a ∼26%
reduction obtained when using a perfect lensing template or if there were zero lensingB-modes. Applying the
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technique to the real data, the constraint on r is improved from r0.05 < 0.090 to r0.05 < 0.082 (95% C.L.).
This is the first demonstration of improvement in an r constraint through delensing.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.103.022004
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation describes a period of near-exponential expan-
sion during the earliest moments of the Universe. The
inflationary paradigm provides conceptual solutions to
problems arising from the big bang description of the
early Universe including the horizon problem and the
flatness problem. Furthermore, inflationary models make
testable predictions about perturbations away from perfect
homogeneity and isotropy [1]. These predictions have been
confirmed in observations of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) temperature and polarization anisotropies.
They include the Gaussianity, phase-synchronicity, and
near-scale-invariance of the scalar density fluctuations,
and superhorizon correlation of the CMB anisotropies
[2]. However, one prediction from inflation that has yet
to be confirmed is the existence of a stochastic primordial
gravitational wave (PGW) background.
PGWs are generically predicted in many inflationary
models. Their amplitude is parametrized by r, the ratio
of the amplitudes of the tensor and scalar perturbation
spectra at a pivot scale (k ¼ 0.05 Mpc−1 in this work). If
PGWs exist, they would imprint a specific divergence-free
(B-mode) signature in the polarization of the CMB [3,4].
This makes CMB polarization a promising avenue in the
search for PGWs.
However, PGWs are not the only source of B-modes.
Thermal dust and synchrotron emission within our Galaxy
produce polarized foreground patterns which contain
B-modes [5,6]. Additionally, there is a source of B-modes,
called the “lensing B-mode,” produced by gravitational
lensing of the CMB [7]. If there were no inhomogeneities in
the matter between us and the last scattering surface, then
scalar perturbations from inflation would produce a purely
curl-free (E-mode) CMB polarization pattern. However,
during their propagation to us, the polarized CMB photons
undergo small gravitational deflections by the forming
large-scale structure along the line of sight. This produces a
B-mode component which is small compared to the source
E-modes, and which has already been detected by a number
of experiments [8–14].
The BICEP/Keck experiments have deployed CMB polari-
zation telescopes optimized for measurements at the
“recombination bump” in the predicted PGW-generated
B-mode spectrum (harmonic multipoles l ∼ 80, or angular
scales of ∼2 deg). To separate out the Galactic dust and
synchrotron components, which have different frequency
spectral shapes than the blackbody emission of the CMB,
BICEP/Keck observes in several frequency bands, and the r
analyses also incorporate maps at additional frequencies
from the WMAP and Planck satellites. The existing
analysis pipeline takes all possible auto- and cross-spectra
of the maps at different frequencies and compares these
against a parametric model of CMB and foregrounds
[12,14] to set constraints on r which are close to optimal
given the available data. Alternative approaches involving
“cleaning coefficient” subtraction of a dust template map
(as measured at a higher frequency) would in general be
less powerful [e.g., [15] ].
In contrast to the foregrounds, the lensing component has
the same frequency spectral shape as the PGW component
and thus cannot be constrained using multifrequency
observations. Given an estimate of the projected gravita-
tional potential responsible for CMB lensing and the
observed CMB E-mode pattern, one can estimate the
B-modes which have been produced by the lensing effect.
Subtracting these from the observed B-modes has been
demonstrated to reduce B-mode power in several recent
works [16–20]. However, none of these works have
demonstrated a reduction in the B-mode measurement
uncertainties at large angular scales—a necessary step to
achieve improved constraints on PGWs. This subtraction
process is usually referred to as “delensing.” But in this
work, we take a different approach and therefore broaden
the meaning of delensing to include any process which
reduces the effective lensing sample variance in the B-mode
measurements. Specifically, we extend the BICEP/Keck
analysis pipeline to accept an estimate of the lensing
B-modes as a “lensing template”—an additional pseudo-
frequency band against which cross-spectra are taken. This
(optimally) reduces the effective sample variance of the
lensing B-mode component and hence reduces the uncer-
tainty of the PGW contribution.
The lensing potential ϕ can be computed using higher-
order statistics of the CMB pattern itself [21]. However,
since the lensing potential is a weighted integral of the mass
distribution along the line of sight between us and the last
scattering surface, we may also approximate it by other
tracers of this mass distribution. At the noise levels of
current CMB observations, it turns out to be better to use a
cosmic infrared background (CIB) [22,23] map rather than
one of the available CMB lensing reconstructions [18,24]
directly. To use an alternate tracer of ϕ, we need to know
the degree of correlation between it and the true CMB
lensing potential—if this were misestimated it could
potentially lead to a false detection of PGW. This corre-
lation may be found empirically from the cross-correlation
of the tracer with a reconstruction of the CMB lensing
potential. In this paper, we use a CIB map from Planck
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generated using the generalized needlet internal linear
combination (GNILC) component separation algorithm
[25] as the ϕ tracer and estimate its correlation with the
lensing potential using a Planckminimum-variance lensing
map [26].
To estimate the lensing template, in addition to the tracer
of the lensing potential, one also needs the best available
estimate of the observed CMB polarization pattern. Since
the lensing operation mixes modes over a wide range of
angular scales, the inclusion of small-scale E-modes is
important for precise estimation of the lensing B-modes at
the angular scales of interest (l ∼ 80). Therefore, we use
arcminute-resolution maps from the South Pole Telescope
(SPT) second-generation camera SPTpol, augmenting
these with polarization measurements from BICEP/Keck
and Planck.
In this paper, we add the CIB-derived lensing template to
the previous “BK14” analysis [12] which utilizes data from
BICEP/Keck through the 2014 observation season. With the
addition of the lensing template, we demonstrate a ∼10%
reduction in the uncertainty on r for the BK14 dataset, to be
compared with a ∼26% reduction in the uncertainty on r
when using a perfect lensing template or if there were zero
lensing B-modes. This shows that the lensing sample
variance is a subdominant fraction of the uncertainty on
r for BK14. However, it will be an increasingly limiting
factor going forward. Therefore, this analysis serves as a
proof of principle, and a first step towards future analyses
where delensing will more significantly improve σðrÞ.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
describe the construction of the lensing template and the
extension to the BICEP/Keck pipeline to include the lensing
template. In Sec. III, we describe the data and simulation
sets of the CMB maps, how we combine the Q=U maps
from SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck, and the data and
simulations of the ϕ tracer. We validate our simulations and
pipeline in Sec. IV and test for systematics in Sec. V. We
present our results in Sec. VI and conclude in Sec. VII.
II. METHOD
In this section, we describe new elements added to the
BICEP/Keck analysis framework to incorporate information
on the lensing B-modes in the BICEP/Keck patch, with the
aim of reducing the effective uncertainty of the observed
B-modes, and thereby reducing the uncertainty on r. We
illustrate the incorporation of the lensing template into the
BICEP/Keck likelihood analysis framework schematically in
Fig. 1. There are two main areas of new development:
(1) constructing a lensing template and (2) extending the
BICEP/Keck pipeline to include the lensing template. We
will describe each aspect in the following subsections.
A. Constructing the lensing template
The key element to constraining the lensing B-modes in
the BICEP/Keck patch is making an estimate of these modes.
To do this, we use two inputs: (1) a tracer of the CMB
lensing potential ϕ from large-scale structure observations
and (2) observed Q=U polarization maps. We construct
the lensing template using an “undeflect-and-difference”
method in which we undeflect the observed Q=U maps
using the ϕ tracer and subtract the undeflected maps from
the input.
Formally, we take the lensed, polarized CMB fields X̃,
which are related to the unlensed CMB fields X by














SPTpol 150 GHz 
BICEP/Keck 150 GHz 
Planck 143 GHz










FIG. 1. Schematic of the analysis flow in this work. The rectangular blocks denote input maps; the blocks with rounded corners denote
operations on maps. The teal-colored region highlights the inputs to, and processes involved in generating, the lensing template. The
input maps include the SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck Q=U maps, the Planck GNILC CIB map, and the Planck minimum-variance
(MV) reconstruction of ϕ. The PlanckMV ϕ is in parentheses because, instead of using it as a ϕ tracer, we use it to filter and normalize
the CIB map and for generating simulations. The unshaded region denotes the standard BICEP/Keck r analysis, where auto- and cross-
spectra of multifrequency maps from BICEP/Keck, Planck, and WMAP form the input data for computing likelihoods to extract
parameter constraints. The lensing template is injected into the standard analysis as an additional pseudofrequency band.
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where X ¼ ðQ iUÞ and ∇ϕ denotes the deflection
field [27]. We undo the deflection by remapping the Q̃
and Ũ polarization fields by −∇ϕ, evaluated at the lensed
positions n̂0 (not delensed positions n̂),
Xdðn̂Þ ¼ X̃ðn̂0Þ; ð2Þ
where n̂0 ¼ n̂ −∇ϕðn̂0Þ and Xd denotes the undeflected
field. Therefore,
Xðn̂Þ ¼ Xdðn̂Þ ¼ X̃ðn̂ −∇ϕðn̂ −∇ϕðn̂ −   ÞÞÞ; ð3Þ
where the last expression is used for the practical imple-
mentation, and ... denotes the recursion that locates the
position to which the value at n̂ was deflected from the
unlensed plane.
Specifically, the undeflection is implemented by first
computing the amount of deflection at the lensed positions,
denoted by (dx; dy), on the delensed map pixel grid ðx; yÞ.
To do that we first evaluate ∇ϕ at ðx; yÞ to get (dx0; dy0),
and then we evaluate ∇ϕ at ðx − dx0; y − dy0Þ, and so on.
We find that the solution converges after 1 recursion, which
means that with the notation given, (dx; dy) is ∇ϕ at
ðx − dx0; y − dy0Þ. The evaluation of∇ϕ at any grid point is
done by interpolating ∇ϕ values in HEALPix format using
first-order Taylor expansion. We then remap the Q̃=Ũ map
pixels at (x − dx; y − dy) to (x, y) via cubic interpolation.
We note that by evaluating the deflection field at the lensed
positions, we do not incur the small Oð∇ϕ · ∇Þ∇ϕ error
found in similar algorithms that evaluate∇ϕ at the delensed
positions [17,28,29].
The lensing templates Qt=Ut are then derived by
subtracting the obtained undeflected map from the
observed (lensed) one,
Qtðn̂Þ ¼ Q̃ðn̂Þ −Qdðn̂Þ ð4Þ
Utðn̂Þ ¼ Ũðn̂Þ −Udðn̂Þ: ð5Þ
We test the algorithm on noiseless lensed simulations using
the ϕ maps which were used to lens them. The correlation
of the resulting lensing B-mode template with the differ-
ence of the lensed and unlensed input skies is≳95% for the
angular scales used in this analysis. This is sufficiently
accurate at the current noise levels. In other work, lensing
templates have also been constructed after transforming to
harmonic space, converting to E=B, and lensing by a ϕ
tracer using expressions derived from the first-order Taylor
expansion of Eq. (1) [16,18,19]. At the noise levels of
the current analysis, the two approaches perform similarly
in constraining the lensing B-mode contribution to the
observed B-modes. We discuss in more detail the
differences of the two approaches in the Appendix.
Since the undeflect-and-difference operation corre-
sponds to an all-with-all mixing in Fourier space, to obtain
the lowest possible lensing template noise in the l range
of interest we first Wiener filter [e.g., [29] ] the Q=U and
ϕ-tracer maps. We filter the Q=U maps by a 2D Wiener
filter in Fourier space,










to account for anisotropic noise and mode-loss due to
filtering. CEEℓ and N
EE
ℓ are 2D power spectra of the E-mode
signal and noise components, constructed from a weighted
combination of Q=U maps from the three experiments
SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck. We describe the pro-
cedure to combine the Q=U maps and the details of the
Wiener filter in Sec. III A 3.
We filter and normalize the ϕ tracer in spherical









where T denotes the tracer and ϕ0 is an unbiased, but noisy
map of the true CMB lensing potential [22,23]. To see that
this weighting is a joint normalization and Wiener filter,
we write T LM ¼ gLϕLM þ nLM, where gL is the relative
normalization factor (and unit conversion), ϕ is the true
(noiseless) lensing potential, and n is the effective noise in
the tracer pattern (the part which does not correlate with ϕ)
with power spectrum NT TL . Expanding and taking the













CϕϕL þ NTTL =g2L
; ð9Þ
fulfilling its role of normalization and filtering. In this paper
the tracer T is a CIB map from Planck and ϕ0 is a lensing
reconstruction map also from Planck—see Sec. III B below
for further details.
With the Q=U lensing templates constructed, we then
take them as an additional pseudofrequency band for input
into the existing BICEP/Keck analysis.
B. Adding the lensing template to the existing
analysis framework
The development of the existing BICEP/Keck r analysis
framework has been described in a series of papers
[12,14,15,30]. Briefly, we take all possible auto- and cross
power spectra between the available frequency bands, and
then compare the resulting set of bandpowers to their
expectation values under a parametric model of lensed-
ΛCDMþ dustþ synchrotronþ r using an expansion of
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the Hamimeche-Lewis likelihood approximation [31]. It is
a straightforward extension to this framework to include the
lensing template as an additional pseudofrequency band. To
do this we require reliable simulations of the signal and
noise content of the lensing template so that we can
(1) debias its autospectrum, (2) determine the expectation
values of the auto- and cross-spectra involving the lensing
template, and (3) determine the variance of these band-
powers, and their covariance with other bandpowers. These
simulations are described in Sec. III below. Here we
describe a few complications with respect to the normal
procedure which arise in the steps above.
The lensing template is formed from two kinds of input
maps (the Q=U maps and the ϕ tracer) which both contain
relevant amounts of noise. The Planck CIB map has very
high signal-to-instrumental-noise. However, the integrated
dust emission from star-forming galaxies back to the last
scattering surface weights differently over redshift than
the deflection of CMB photons, and these galaxies do not
perfectly trace the underlying mass density field. This
means that the CIB only partially correlates with the true
lensing potential. For the purposes of this paper, the ϕ
tracer signal is the portion of the CIB that is correlated with
the true lensing potential ϕ; the ϕ tracer noise corresponds
to the uncorrelated portion. We detail our ϕ tracer simu-
lations in Sec. III B 2.
We remove the noise bias of the lensing template
autospectrum by subtracting the noise autospectrum esti-
mated from simulations. Schematically, the lensing tem-
plate B-mode autospectrum is
hL2Bi ¼ hððsQU þ nQUÞ  ðsϕ þ nϕÞÞ2i
¼ hðsQU  sϕÞ2i þ hðsQU  nϕÞ2i
þ hðnQU  sϕÞ2i þ hðnQU  nϕÞ2i; ð10Þ
where sX and nX denote the signal and noise components
of field X ∈ ½QU;ϕ and * denotes the following steps:
undeflect-and-difference, Fourier transform, and convert
from Q=U to B-modes. In writing the second line, we have
assumed all the cross terms have zero expectation value. We
estimate the noise autospectrum from simulations as
hðnQU  ðsϕ þ nϕÞÞ2i þ hðsQU  nϕÞ2i; ð11Þ
averaged over all simulation realizations and subtract it
from Eq. (10). TheQ=U and ϕ input signal and noise maps
are Wiener filtered in the same way as the data maps (and
the simulation signalþ noise maps). Empirically, when
adding this inferred noise bias to the mean of the signal-
only simulation spectra (Q=U signal undeflected with ϕ
tracer signal) one obtains the mean of the signalþ noise
simulation spectra (Q=U signalþ noise undeflected with ϕ
tracer signalþ noise) to high fractional precision.
In the BICEP/Keck standard procedure, the filter/beam
suppression of the bandpower values is computed using
sets of maps which each contains power at only a single
multipole l passed through the “observing matrix” as
described in Sec. VI. C of [30]. However, since the lensing
template is derived in a very different manner to the
standard BICEP/Keck maps, the usual observing matrix is
not applicable, and we fall back to a simulation-based
approach. We rescale both the data and simulation lensing
template auto- and cross-spectra by the ratio of the input
lensing spectrum CBBl to the average of the signal-only
simulation bandpowers. This step overrides the normali-
zation part of Eq. (9) applied to the ϕ tracer. However,
accurate knowledge of the degree of correlation between
the lensing tracer and the true lensing potential is still
required to avoid bias on r (see Sec. IV).
In the standard BICEP/Keck procedure, the bandpower
covariance matrix is constructed by taking the auto- and
cross-spectra of the signal and noise components of the
simulations as described in Appendix H of [14]. Since the
lensing template is formed from two maps which both have
signal and noise components we expand the usual pro-
cedure to form additional cross-spectra and combine the
results appropriately.
With this extended analysis framework, we can now
incorporate lensing templates constructed using simula-
tions and data to the BICEP/Keck likelihood and constrain
the model parameters.
III. DATA AND SIMULATIONS
The BICEP/Keck analysis pipeline relies on signal-only,
noise-only, and signalþ noise simulations, the construc-
tion of which is described in Sec. V of [30]. We reuse the
data maps and simulations including Gaussian realizations
of Galactic dust from the BK14 analysis unchanged. The
data maps include the WMAP and Planck bands with
BICEP/Keck filtering applied (as described in Sec. II. A
of [15]). To add the lensing template as an additional
pseudofrequency band, we need data maps and correspond-
ing simulations of it. Since the lensing template is con-
structed from Q=U CMB maps and a CIB ϕ tracer, we in
turn need data maps and simulations of both of these. As a
prestep, we combine the SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck
Q=U maps to generate a synthetic map which has the best
possible signal-to-noise at all points in the 2D Fourier
plane. Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the steps involved
in generating the various maps.
A. Q=U CMB maps
Below we describe the data processing of the SPTpol,
BICEP/Keck, and Planck Q=U maps that are relevant in the
construction of the combined Q=U maps and their Wiener
filter. The combined, Wiener filtered Q=U maps are the
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inputs to the undeflect-and-difference step which is used to
construct the lensing template.
1. Data CMB maps
SPTpol maps: We use SPTpol maps made specifically
for this analysis using 150 GHz observations taken between
2013 and 2015 by the SPTpol camera [32] on the South
Pole Telescope [33]. The SPTpol 500 deg2 survey field is
centered at RA 0h and Dec. −57.5°, matching the BICEP/
Keck field. The polarization map depth is ∼10 μKarcmin
in the multipole range of 300≲ l≲ 2000. The time stream
processing is identical to that in [34], except for the
polynomial-filter order and the low-pass filter. We fit
and subtract a third-order/sixth-order polynomial from
the time stream of each detector over the RA extent of
the lead-trail/full-field observations. We choose the low-
pass filter based on the pixel size. This set of SPTpol maps
is binned into 5 arcminute-sized pixels, which are a ×3
resolution superset of the BICEP/Keckmap pixels. To reduce
aliasing given the pixel size, we apply a low-pass filter to
the time stream that corresponds to l ∼ 1900. The polari-
zation maps, in addition to the calibration factors included
through calibrating the temperature map against Planck,
have an extra polarization calibration factor (Pcal) applied.
The polarization calibration factor is taken from [34] and is
obtained by forming a cross-spectrum between the SPTpol
E-mode map and an E-mode map from Planck.1 We
discuss impacts on r from biases in Pcal in Sec. V.
BICEP/Keckmaps: We use the BICEP2/Keck 150 GHz band
Q=U maps from BK14. These have noise of ∼3 μKarcmin
over an effective area of 395 deg2 centered at RA 0h, Dec.
−57.5°. The BICEP2 and Keck Array telescopes have ∼30
arcminute resolution at 150 GHz. This limits the highest
angular multipole to which they are sensitive to l of
hundreds. As described in Secs. III and IV of [30] the
construction of the maps involves time-stream filtering.
Specifically, a third-order polynomial was subtracted from
the time streams of each detector over each scan. Across the
∼30° scan throw on the sky, this approximately corresponds
to removing lx < 20 modes. These maps are binned in
0.25° rectangular pixels in RA and Dec, and calibrated by
forming cross-spectra with the Planck temperature map.
Planck maps: We use the 143 GHz Q=U “full mission”
maps from Planck public release 2 as the input to the
combined three-experiment Q=U maps. We convert the
map to alm, apply an antialiasing filter by low-pass filtering
at l ¼ 2100, render a Nside ¼ 2048 HEALPix map, and
interpolate to the same 5-arcminute pixel grid as used for
the SPTpol maps.
2. Simulated CMB maps
We reuse the BK14 simulated maps unchanged. We thus
need to make corresponding simulations for the SPTpol
and Planck maps. The BICEP/Keck CMB sky realizations
have remained the same since originally described in
Sec. V of [30]. These are the unlensed alm, Gaussian
realizations of ϕ given the input cosmology, and lensed alm
generated using LensPix [35]. The BICEP/Keck simula-
tions were originally generated with a maximum l of 1536
which is adequate given the beam sizes of the telescopes.
To match more closely the pixel scale of the SPTpol and
Planckmaps in this analysis, we generate additional higher-
lalm, graft these onto the existing unlensed values, pass
through LensPix, and graft the output onto the existing
lensed values. Since lensing to some degree mixes angular
scales this is clearly only approximately correct, but we
note that the amount of lensing B-modes below l of 350
sourced from E-modes between l of 1536 and 2100 (the
pixel-scale) is negligible [see e.g., Fig. 2 of [22] ]. We refer
to this set of input lensed and unlensed alm as the extended
set and the original set as the standard set.
We generate SPTpol simulations for this analysis using
the extended set of alm. In a procedure similar to that used
to generate the existing BICEP/Keck simulations, we multi-
ply the input alm by the instrument beam, “mock-observe”
the skies by creating time-stream samples given the
pointing information of each detector, apply the same
time-stream level filters as applied to data, and bin to
maps in the pixelization used for the real data.
Corresponding noise realizations are generated by the
standard method used in both BICEP/Keck and SPT analy-
ses—differencing combinations of halves of data maps,
where the halves are defined so that the weights of each half
are close to equal.
We generate simulated maps for Planck 143 GHz by first
taking the alm from the extended set and multiplying them
by the Planck 143 GHz beam. We then low-pass filter and
process as for the real Planck map. Corresponding noise
realizations are taken from the Planck FFP8 simulations
and processed identically to the real Planck map. We
generate 499 realizations of signal and noise skies for
each experiment as is the BICEP/Keck standard.
3. Combining and filtering the Q=U maps
from SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck
A factor that impacts the delensing efficiency (the
recovery of the lensing B-modes) is the per-mode noise
of the input Q=U maps. The lower the noise per mode, the
better the lensing templates trace the true lensing B-modes.
The lensing B-modes at multipole l are mostly sourced by
E-modes from a range of multipoles slightly higher in l
(smaller in angular scale) [see e.g., Fig. 2 of [22] ]. BICEP/
Keck does not image these smaller-scale E-modes very well
because of its large beam size. Therefore, it is advantageous
to combine with polarization measurements from other,
1Planck COMMANDER maps: COM CMB IQU−commander
1024 R2.02 full.
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higher-resolution experiments such as SPTpol and Planck
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the inputQ=U maps,
and thus the E-modes.
We combine the three maps in Fourier space. We divide
from the 2D mode sets of the three experiments their
respective 2D transfer functions, taken as the square-root of
the mean of the 2D E-mode power spectra of the signal-
only simulations divided by the mean of the corresponding
spectra of the (unfiltered) input maps. We also divide the
2D noise power spectra by the same ratio (without the
square root). We then combine the SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and
Planck Q=U modes using an inverse-variance weighting
taken from the mean of the 2D noise power spectra.




wiðℓ ÞX iðℓ Þ; ð12Þ
where X ∈ ½Q;U, i ∈ [SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, Planck], and







Here, Niðℓ Þ denotes the mean of the transfer-function-
divided 2D angular power spectra of the E-mode
noise realizations from experiment i. We additionally
impose lx cuts by artificially increasing the noise
below some lx to remove modes that are empirically
found to be unrecoverable due to the scan-wise time-
stream filtering. We set lx to 25 for BICEP/Keck and lx to
50 for SPTpol.
Before passing the combined Q=U map to the lensing
template construction step, we apply a Wiener filter as
described in Sec. II A above. The CEEℓ in Eq. (6) is the 2D





w2i ðℓ ÞNiðℓ Þ; ð14Þ
with wiðℓ Þ given by Eq. (13).
In the above, we transform to Fourier space and back
again, and hence need to choose an apodization mask.
Due to the small instantaneous field of view of the
SPTpol camera as compared to the size of the observation
region, the integration time map (inverse noise variance
map) is a near uniform rectangular box tapering to zero
over a few degrees at the edges. In contrast, the BICEP/
Keck integration time map has no uniform central region
and tapers smoothly and continuously from a peak in the
middle (see for instance Fig. 1 of [15]), with nonzero
coverage extending well outside the SPTpol region.
(Planck observes the full sky and has close to uniform
coverage across the sky region in question.) To perform
the map combination we need to pick a single apodization
function for all three input maps. We choose to use the
one built from the SPTpol integration time map, with a
cosine taper with a radius of 1 deg. This is because
SPTpol is the experiment with the most restrictive sky
coverage but the best mode coverage. This means that
the resulting lensing template does not cover the full
BICEP/Keck sky region. In addition, because of the chosen
spatial weighting of pixels, we introduce suboptimality in
the combination.
Figure 2 illustrates the process. The left three panels
show the 2D E-mode signal power spectra for the three
experiments. We see the ΛCDM E-mode spectrum rolled-
off by the beam window function of each telescope.
Because of their scan strategies and the applied scanwise
FIG. 2. Simulated 2D E-mode signal power spectra of BICEP/Keck, SPTpol, and Planck. The axis scales for the BICEP/Keck Fourier
plane are zoomed in compared with the rest of the panels to focus on the modes accessible by BICEP/Keck’s small apertures. The color
stretch in all four panels is identical. For BICEP/Keck and SPTpol because the observations are being made at the South Pole with scans
along the azimuth direction, scanwise filtering leads to modes along the ly axis being suppressed. These filtered modes along the ly axis
can be partially filled in using measurements from Planck. To generate the combined, Wiener filtered 2D E-mode signal power spectra
on the rightmost panel, the three sets of modes to the left are corrected for beam and filtering, combined using inverse-noise weighting,
and Wiener filtered to suppress modes which remain noisy in the combined set (as described in Sec. III A 3). We see that some modes
remain unavailable for lensing template construction at jlxj < 100 and jlyj > 500.
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filtering, BICEP/Keck and SPTpol have filtered out the
modes along the ly axis; while Planck has isotropic
mode coverage. The right panel shows the combined
mode set after the final Wiener filter step, so only modes
measured with good signal-to-noise are retained. At l >
500 Planck does not have good per-mode signal-to-noise
so the modes along the ly axis beyond this multipole
cannot be filled in.
We next proceed to inverse-Fourier transform the com-
bined and Wiener filtered Q=U modes back to image space
where they are ready to be undeflected by the gradient of
the ϕ tracer. The Q=U maps at this stage are shown in the
top panels of Fig. 3.
B. CIB map
With the combined and filtered Q=U maps in hand, we
next need a ϕ tracer map. In the following, we describe
the characteristics of the CIB map used in this analysis,
and how we generate simulations of it in the BICEP/
Keck patch.
1. CIB data
It is possible to reconstruct the lensing potential field ϕ
from the CMB temperature and polarization patterns [18],
and in the future this will become the best ϕ estimate
for delensing [36]. However, at the currently available
noise levels the most effective available ϕ tracer is the
CIB, even though it is only partially correlated with ϕ [22].
Specifically, we use the 545 GHz CIB map from Planck
generated using the GNILC algorithm [25].2 We also
considered using the CIB maps generated by [37] and will
discuss that later in this section. To determine the degree to
which the GNILC CIB map is correlated with ϕ, we use the
Planck 2015 minimum-variance lensing reconstruction map3
[26] and make the assumption that this is an unbiased
(although noisy) representation of the true ϕ pattern.
FIG. 3. The top two panels show the experiment-combined and Wiener filtered Q=U maps. The middle two panels show the x and y
derivatives of the normalized and Wiener filtered Planck CIB map. Signal and noise are approximately equal in these maps. Due to the
foreshortening effect the RA deflections are larger and increase towards more negative Dec. The Q=U maps in the top panels are
undeflected by the angles shown in the middle panels and differenced with the initial maps to form the lensing template Q=U maps
shown in the bottom panels.
2CIB map: COM_CompMap_CIB-GNILC-F545_2048_
R2.00.
3Planck lensing map: COM_CompMap_Lensing_2048_
R2.00.
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We refer the reader to [38] for a detailed discussion of
the Planck CIB map. Briefly, the GNILC component-
separation technique [39] disentangles different compo-
nents of emission using both frequency and spatial
(angular-scale dependence) information. In this case, the
GNILC algorithm was applied to Planck data to disen-
tangle Galactic dust emission and CIB anisotropies. Even
though both components share similar frequency spectral
signatures, they have distinct angular power spectra. Thus
by using priors on the angular power spectra of the CIB,
Galactic dust, the CMB, and the instrumental noise, these
components can be (partially) separated. We note that the
algorithm was developed mainly for extracting Galactic
dust, and regions with different levels of Galactic dust can
be expected to have different efficiencies of CIB recovery
[e.g., [37,40] ]. Therefore, in the following, we quantify the
GNILC CIB map correlation with the Planck estimate of ϕ
empirically in selected parts of the sky.
To select patches for estimating the CIB-ϕ correlations,
we measure the mean amplitude in a Planck dust temper-
ature map4 of ∼500 deg2-sized circles throughout the sky.
Amongst the eight selected patches, as shown in Fig. 4, the
ratios of the mean amplitudes in the patches vs that in the
BICEP/Keck patch range from 0.6 to 1.7. These are thus
similar to the BICEP/Keck region in terms of their unpolar-
ized dust intensities.
In these patches, we compute the autospectra and cross-
spectra using PolSpice [41] [42]. We show the correlations








, for a few different regions of
the sky in Fig. 5. Here I denotes the CIB map, ϕ0 denotes
the Planck lensing estimate, and CϕϕL is the theory spectrum
from the fiducial cosmology used in [43]. Comparing the
correlations of the CIB map and the lensing map in the
selected patches with that from the full overlap between
the two maps (labeled “full sky”), we observe that the
correlations within the patches are higher than the corre-
lation in the larger region that includes lower Galactic
latitudes and hence higher dust levels. The full-overlap
region correlation is ∼62% for L between 150 and 550,
whereas the mean correlation in the patches is ∼69% over
the same L range. Figure 5 also shows the cross-correlation
in the BICEP/Keck patch, which appears to be consistent
with the eight circular patches.
As a cross-check, we compare within the BICEP/Keck
patch the cross-spectrum of the GNILC CIB map and the
Planck lensing map against the cross-spectrum of a CIB
map produced by [37] and the Planck lensing map. This
CIB map has been cleaned using neutral hydrogen (HI) as a
Galactic foreground tracer, with an HI column density
threshold of 2.5 × 1020 cm−2. We find the lensing corre-
lation in the two CIB maps to be consistent with each other,
thus providing additional evidence that in the BICEP/Keck
map region, the GNILC CIB map does not show the
reduced correlation which is expected, and seen, in regions
closer to the Galactic plane.
The filter and normalization of the ϕ tracer is given in
general form in Eq. (8). In this case, we take it as the
average over the eight patches of the cross-spectra of the
CIB and the lensing map divided by the average of the CIB
autospectra,
FIG. 4. The light red regions denote the Planck lensing mask,
used for computing the “full sky” average of GNILC CIB and ϕ0
map cross-correlation. The yellow regions are the eight patches
with similar size and unpolarized dust amplitudes as the BICEP/
Keck patch. These patches used for measuring the mean and
scatter of the CIB autospectra and CIB × ϕ0, which are used as
inputs to simulating CIB and filtering the CIB map. The overlaps
between the yellow patches are small and apodization is applied
when calculating the auto- and cross-spectra. The BICEP/Keck
patch is shaded in blue. The background is the Planck dust
intensity map.









the eight patches, the full sky, and the BICEP/Keck patch. “Full
sky” corresponds to the overlap area between the Planck lensing
mask and the GNILC CIB map. The ρL in the BICEP/Keck patch is
consistent with those measured across the eight patches. The
yellow band denoted by “eight patches” is the mean and standard
deviation of ρL across the eight patches. The error bars for the red
and blue points are computed by taking the standard error of ρL
within eachΔL ¼ 100 bin. The red and blue points are shifted for
clarity.
4Thermal dust emission map: ThermalDust-commander_
2048_R2.00/index.html.







To further prevent Galactic dust contamination, we addi-
tionally impose a Lmin ¼ 100 cut. This filter and normali-
zation is applied to the real data as well as the simulated
CIB realizations which are described in the next section.
We render the normalized and Wiener filtered CIB alm and
its associated gradients to HEALPix maps of Nside ¼ 512,
and then interpolate and convert the gradient maps to
derivatives with respect to our pixel grid. The derivatives
are shown in the middle panels of Fig. 3.
2. CIB simulations
We use CIB simulations to estimate the expected level
of lensing B-modes in the lensing template, to form the
bandpower covariance in the likelihood analysis, and as
inputs to null tests.
We generate CIB simulations based on the input
Gaussian ϕ fields of the BICEP/Keck simulation set
described in Sec. III A 2. To convert the ϕ fields to CIB
fields, we use the autospectrum of the CIB, CIIL, and the
cross-spectrum of the CIB and the Planck lensing estimate
ϕ0, CIϕ
0
L . We construct each CIB field by rescaling each
input ϕ field so that the cross-spectrum of the rescaled field
with the input ϕ is CIϕ
0
L . We then add to the rescaled ϕ field
Gaussian noise so that its autospectrum is CIIL. Formally, we







where ϕLM are the spherical harmonic coefficients of
the input ϕ fields. We construct the noise part of the CIB
simulations, INLM, by generating Gaussian random fields with
power spectrum described by CIIL− ðCIϕ
0
L Þ2=CϕϕL . The total
CIB field is the sum of the two terms ILM ¼ ISLM þ INLM.
We have 499 realizations of ϕLM. For each ϕLM, we form
ILM as described in the previous paragraph with C
ϕϕ
L from
the input theory5 and CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L sampled from the
measured mean and covariance of CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L from the
eight patches selected in Sec. III B 1. In the limit of many
realizations, the simulated ILM will have the same covari-
ance structure in CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L as measured from the eight
patches. The advantage of samplingCIIL andC
Iϕ0
L as opposed
to using the measured mean from the eight patches is that
the potential patch-to-patch variation of the CIB autospec-
trum, and the cross-spectrum between CIB and ϕ0, is built
into the simulations. Therefore, the uncertainties in the CIB
measurements are propagated to the uncertainty in the r
measurement.
At this point we use the method described in Sec. II A to
undeflect the combined Q=U data and simulation maps
with the data and simulation CIB maps to form the real and
simulated lensing templates. The lensing templates from
the real data are shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.
We have now laid out the lensing template construction,
the extension of the BICEP/Keck analysis framework, and
the input simulations and data used in this paper. The next
steps include demonstrating the robustness of these exten-
sions to potential biases and misestimations of inputs.
IV. PIPELINE AND SIMULATION VALIDATION
In this section, we demonstrate the robustness of the
pipeline in the limit of perfect delensing, quantify the level
of bias to our inference of r given potential misestimations
in the inputs to our simulations, and estimate the impact
on σðrÞ given variations in the simulation setup. To do
that we use the set of lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ noise sim-
ulations (r ¼ 0) from the BK14 paper. We run maximum-
likelihood searches of the baseline lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ
synchrotronþ rmodel as described in Appendix E. 3 of the
BK14 paper, in this case adding a lensing template.
A. r recovery with perfect delensing
To validate the addition of the lensing template as a
pseudoband in the BICEP/Keck analysis framework, we run
maximum-likelihood searches in two configurations—
unlensed input CMB skies without lensing templates and
lensed input CMB skies with perfect lensing templates. The
perfect lensing templates are constructed by differencing
the filtered, noiseless, lensed and unlensed Q=U skies. If
the likelihood works as intended, we expect the recovered r
values from the two sets of simulations to be extremely
close to each other on a realization-by-realization basis. We
find that the differences between the recovered r values
jΔrj ≲ 0.002. We also find that at our current noise level,
even if we have perfect knowledge of the lensing B-modes
in our patch, the uncertainty on r is reduced only by 26%
from σðrÞ ¼ 0.024 to σðrÞ ¼ 0.018. This means that
lensing uncertainty is subdominant compared to uncertain-
ties from foregrounds and instrument noise in the BK14
dataset.
B. Biases to r from misestimations of inputs
We investigate the bias to r from the following: (1) mis-
estimation of the correlation between the CIB map and ϕ,
and (2) biases in polarization efficiency in the input
Q=U maps.
5Here we have takenCϕϕL as the Planck 2013 cosmology used to
generate the BICEP/Keck simulations introduced inSec. III A 2. This
is slightly different than the latest Planck cosmology which is
implicit in the CIϕ
0
L of Eq. (16). Arguably it would be more self-
consistent to use the latestCϕϕL here.However,we have checked that
this makes no practical difference at the current sensitivity level.
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Misestimation of CIϕL : As discussed in Sec. III B 1, we
compute CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L used in the normalization and Wiener
filter of the CIB map as the mean of the CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L from
eight patches. In addition, we generate simulations of CIB
based on the mean and scatter of the CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L spectra
measured from the patches. Here, we consider the case in
which the actual CIB cross-spectrum with ϕ is offset from
the measured mean CIϕ
0
L . A plausible way in which the
measured CIϕ
0
L might be biased from the true C
Iϕ
L is through
a bias in the ϕ0 reconstruction due to CIB in the input
temperature maps. In that case, the measured CIϕ
0
L would
contain a term that comes from CIB × ϕðCIB;CIBÞ, where
ϕðCIB;CIBÞ denotes the CIB power that is leaked through
the ϕ estimator applied to the CMB maps.
We construct a test for this bias, which proceeds as
follows: using the measured mean CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L , we generate
simulated CIB skies as described in Sec. III B 2. This set of
simulations is the assumed truth. We then generate two sets
of CIB skies whose CIϕ
0
L is either half a σsp above or below
the measured mean CIϕ
0
L , where σsp is measured from the
spread across the 8 patches. We process these CIB skies as
if they had the mean CIϕ
0
L ; i.e., we normalize and Wiener





proceed to construct lensing templates and calculate auto-
and cross-spectra with the rest of the BK14 maps, exactly
as in the baseline analysis. The bandpower covariance
matrix is derived using lensing templates constructed from
the nominal, unbiased set of CIB skies. We then run
maximum-likelihood searches on these two sets of simu-
lations for the model parameters r, Ad, Async, βd, and βs. We
determine the bias on r by comparing the means of the
maximum likelihood r values from the nominal set and the
half-σsp offset sets. We observe that the mean r is biased by
0.2σ, where σ denotes the uncertainty of the rmeasurement
(i.e., the width of the r distribution of the nominal set).
To get a sense of how relevant this bias is, we compare
the half-σsp offset we introduce into the simulations to a
worst-case scenario of CIB leakage in the reconstructed
ϕ0 map. Reference [44] estimated the term CIB ×
ϕðCIB;CIBÞ using ϕ0 reconstructed from the Planck
545 GHz maps without foreground cleaning and found
the bias to be below ∼5% for L < 1024, the L range used
in this work. A 5% bias is smaller than the half σsp shift
considered. Furthermore, the Planck lensing map used to
calculate CIϕ
0
L was constructed using the SMICA input
maps that are foreground-suppressed. Therefore, we expect




Misestimation of polarization efficiency: The Planck
Collaboration has found that their polarization efficiency
calibration could potentially be biased at the 1%–2% level
[see e.g., Table 9 of [45] ]. The SPTpol Q=U maps are
calibrated using a Planck E-mode map [34]. Therefore, it is
reasonable to ask by how much r would be biased if the
calibration of the input Q=U maps is biased.
We construct the test by artificially scaling the SPTpol
Q=U simulated maps low by 1.7% and analyzing the maps
as if they had the original amplitudes. In other words,
similar to the half-σsp C
Iϕ0
L shift test above, the rest of the
pipeline is held identical and the only change is the input
SPTpol Q=U maps. For simplicity, instead of using the
combined Q=U map, we use only SPTpol simulated maps
for this test. Comparing the mean of the recovered
maximum likelihood r values for the nominal set with
that for the biased set, we find negligible differences. We
conclude that biases at this level in the polarization
efficiency are not an issue for this analysis.
C. Impact on σðrÞ from variations of inputs
We investigate the impact on σðrÞ from two effects:
(1) non-Gaussianities in the input CIB map, and (2) inclu-
sion of patch-to-patch variation in CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L in the
generation of the CIB realizations.
Non-Gaussianity of the CIB:As discussed in Sec. III B 2,
we generate our CIB simulations based on the ϕ realiza-
tions used to lens the simulated CMB input skies. While the
ϕ realizations are Gaussian, the true ϕ has some non-
Gaussianities due to nonlinear growth of structure [46].
However, the contribution to lensing B-modes from non-
Gaussian ϕ is subdominant over the angular scales con-
sidered [47]. It is thus sufficient to model ϕ and the portion
of CIB that correlates with ϕ, the signal term (Eq. (16), as
Gaussian. In addition to the signal term, we simulate the
noise term of the CIB INLM—the portion of the CIB that
does not correlate with ϕ—as Gaussian realizations given
the measured CIIL, C
Iϕ0
L , and the input C
ϕϕ
L . However, the
CIB is known to be quite non-Gaussian; its bispectra at the
angular scales relevant to this work have been measured
by [48] with high signal-to-noise. Therefore, one could
imagine that simulating the CIB INLM as Gaussian fluctua-
tions would cause the lensing template fluctuation to be
underestimated. With the underestimation of the lensing
template fluctuation, σðrÞ would be underestimated. Here
we estimate the impact on σðrÞ when we increase the
lensing template fluctuation.
To get a handle on how much to increase the lensing
template fluctuation, we build lensing templates using a
simulated CIB sky from Websky mocks, [49] which are
built based on an approximation to full N-body halo
catalogs [50,51]. From the full-sky CIB realization, we
make 80 cutouts of size similar to the BICEP/Keck patch,
undeflect-and-difference the Q=U maps, and compute the
lensing template bandpower variances. We then generate
matching Gaussian realizations of CIB using the CIIL and
CIϕL measured between the simulated CIB map and the
corresponding ϕ map (provided as a κ map, where
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κ ¼ −∇2ϕ=2). Using these Gaussian CIB realizations, we
generate lensing templates and calculate their bandpower
variances. For the L range considered in this analysis, the
ratio of the lensing template 1σ uncertainties between
templates generated from Gaussian CIB and those from
N-body based CIB is 0.97 0.07. This suggests that the
lensing template bandpower variance is sufficiently mod-
eled using Gaussian simulations. Furthermore, [52] per-
formed a similar test using galaxy densities as ϕ tracer and
found that the difference in the lensing template covariance
between the Gaussian and their simulations is within the
Monte Carlo uncertainty of the number of simulations
considered.
Since the above tests could still be limited by the number
of non-Gaussian simulated CIB skies, we ask how much
σðrÞ could be impacted because of some low level of
unmodeled non-Gaussianity in the ϕ tracer. To do that, we
increase the values in the lensing template autospectrum
subblock of the bandpower covariance matrix by 10% and
perform maximum-likelihood searches on the baseline
set of simulations. The resultant σðrÞ estimated from the
width of the r value distribution is negligibly different to
the baseline case. Therefore, we conclude that at the current
level of noise, unmodeled non-Gaussianities of the CIB
have negligible impact on the uncertainty of the r
measurement.
Patch-to-patch variation in CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L : We construct
the CIB realizations using samples of CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L drawn
from the measured covariance of CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L across eight
patches. By doing this we incorporate the patch-to-patch
variation in the CIB auto- and cross-spectrum with ϕ0 into
the uncertainty on r. Here we check how large this effect
is by comparing the σðrÞ estimated from a set of CIB
simulations generated with fixed CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L with that
estimated from a set of CIB simulations generated from a
distribution ofCIIL andC
Iϕ0
L . We find that the σðrÞ from these
two sets of simulations are compatible to within MC
uncertainty. This means that the uncertainty on r introduced
by the uncertainties in CIIL and C
Iϕ0
L is subdominant
compared with the noise and sample variance of the lensing
templates.
Having estimated the biases to r caused by possible
biases in the CIB and Q=U maps and found them to be
small, and having shown the impact on σðrÞ due to
unmodeled non-Gaussianity of the CIB to be minimal,
we now turn to testing the robustness of the simulations
against unmodeled Galactic foregrounds using the data
themselves.
V. SYSTEMATICS CHECKS
Previous BICEP/Keck papers include “jackknife” internal
consistency tests on the 95 and 150 GHz maps used here
[12,30,53]. In this section, we provide similar tests of the
auto- and cross-spectra of the newly introduced lensing
template. We consider the following ways in which the
simulations can fail to sufficiently describe the statistics of
the lensing template:
(1) Galactic dust in the input 150 GHz Q=U maps leaks
into the lensing template,
(2) low-l systematic residuals in the Planck polarization
maps leak into the lensing template,
(3) non-Gaussian Galactic dust residuals in the CIB map
introduce extra power in the lensing template be-
yond that described by Gaussian modeling of un-
correlated power.
All of the above would (i) increase the power of the lensing
template autospectrum, and (ii) introduce potential chance
coupling with the observed B-modes.
Galactic dust power is subdominant to E-mode power
over the angular scales relevant to producing the lensing
B-mode template, and the simulated Q=U maps used in
Sec. III A 2 do not include a dust component. However,
we would still like to check that the Galactic dust
component in the Q=U data maps does not significantly
contribute to the lensing template auto-spectrum. For the
CIB map, any components that contribute to the CIB
autospectrum but are uncorrelated with ϕ0 are modeled as
Gaussian fluctuations. Therefore, the unmodeled non-
Gaussian Galactic foregrounds could contribute extra
fluctuation in the lensing templates when used to unde-
flect the CMB maps. In addition, they could contribute
extra template power when deflecting the unmodeled
Galactic foregrounds in the Q=U maps.
To address the question of whether the simulations are a
sufficient description of the data given these unmodeled
effects, we test the consistency of the lensing template auto-
and cross-spectra against simulations. Specifically, we
perform spectrum-difference tests where we compare the
difference spectrum of data between the baseline l and L
ranges and variant l and L ranges against the correspond-
ing differences in simulation. We calculate two quantities,
χ2 and χ, as follows. Firstly
χ2sys ¼ ΔC†lCov−1ΔCl; ð17Þ
where ΔCl denotes the binned data difference spectrum
and Cov is the bandpower covariance matrix formed from






where σl;diff denotes the standard deviation from the
simulation difference spectra. Figure 6 shows the difference
spectra for the lensing template autospectrum (LT × LT),
lensing template cross-spectrum with the BK14 95 GHz
map (LT × BK1495), and lensing template cross-spectrum
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with the BK14 150 GHz map (LT × BK14150). The PTE
values from χ2sys and χsys are listed in Table I.
A. L-cuts on CIB map
At large angular scales the CIB map could be contami-
nated by Galactic dust and thus a test in which the Lmin
for the CIB map is varied could be sensitive to its impact.
The unmodeled non-Gaussianity of residual Galactic fore-
grounds in the CIB map would cause the lensing template
to have larger variance than it would otherwise. We test
the hypothesis that the simulations are sufficient descrip-
tions of the real data by differencing the lensing template
auto- and cross-spectra generated using the baseline Lmin ¼
100 for the CIB map and those generated with Lmin ¼ 50
and Lmin ¼ 150. The PTEs from the Lmin difference spectra
show that the data differences are sufficiently described by
the simulation-difference distributions.
B. ℓ -cuts on Q=U maps
Galactic dust contributes a fraction of the total power in
the Q=U maps on the largest scales. Additionally, there
could be low levels of unmodeled systematic residuals [54]
in the Planck Q=U maps that could leak power to the
lensing templates. Similar to the test done with the CIB
map, we set the lmin of the input Q=U map to two different
levels compared to the baseline (no explicit lmin set) and
compute difference spectra between the variant lmin and the
baseline. For lmin ¼ 100 and lmin ¼ 200, we find the PTEs
from the difference spectra to be consistent with the
simulation-difference distributions.
We thus conclude that at the current level of noise, the
lensing template auto-spectrum and the cross-spectra with
the 95 GHz and 150 GHz maps do not contain unmodeled
systematics from large angular scales of the input Q=U
and CIB maps large enough to be incompatible with the
simulation distributions.
VI. RESULTS
We now proceed to repeat the parameter constraint
analysis from the BK14 paper [12] including the lensing
template extension described and validated above. We
FIG. 6. Difference bandpowers (ΔCl, see definition in text) between the baseline analysis and analyses with one parameter changed,
and the uncertainties on those difference bandpowers, both scaled by the statistical uncertainties on the baseline analysis bandpowers.
The label at the top left-hand corner of each row indicates which parameter has been modified and how it is modified. The left to right
columns show the difference bandpowers from the lensing template autospectrum, lensing template cross-spectrum with the BK14
95 GHz map, and lensing template cross-spectrum with the BK14 150 GHz map. The gray bands indicate the 0.5σ statistical uncertainty
of the baseline spectra. The χ2sys and PTE of the difference bandpowers are listed in Table I. We find the data difference bandpowers to be
consistent with the spread in the simulation difference bandpowers.
TABLE I. The PTE values from χ2sys and χsys (separated by a
comma) with different CIB input Lmin and Q=U map input lmin,
compared with the baseline setup. LT × LT, LT × 95, and LT ×
150 denote the lensing template autospectrum, lensing template
cross-spectrum with the BK14 95 GHz map, and with the BK14
150 GHz map, respectively.
Variation /spectrum LT × LT LT × 95 LT × 150
CIB Lmin ¼ 50 0.36, 0.12 0.80, 0.23 0.66, 0.09
CIB Lmin ¼ 150 0.91, 0.67 0.68, 0.63 0.25, 0.88
Q=U lmin ¼ 100 0.76, 0.70 0.09, 0.84 0.34, 0.52
Q=U lmin ¼ 200 0.76, 0.75 0.36, 0.57 0.28, 0.62
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present two main results in this work. First, we estimate
σðrÞ with delensing by running maximum-likelihood
searches on the set of lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ noise sim-
ulations from BK14. Second, we explore the likelihood
space of the real data and provide constraints on r and the
foreground model parameters.
In Sec. III, we described the construction of a lensing
template using the Planck GNILC CIB map and the
combined Q=U maps from SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and
Planck. Figure 7 shows the auto- and cross-spectra of
this lensing template with the maps that most significantly
constrain the model parameters—the BICEP/Keck 95 and
150 GHz maps, and the Planck 353 GHz map. The lensing
template auto- and cross-spectra shown in Fig. 7, plus the
FIG. 7. BB auto- and cross-spectra calculated using BICEP2/Keck 95 and 150 GHz maps, the Planck 353 GHz map, and the lensing
template developed in this paper. The black lines show the model expectation values for lensed-ΛCDM, while the red lines show the
expectation values of the baseline lensed-ΛCDMþ dust model from the BK14 analysis (r ¼ 0, Ad ¼ 4.3 μK2, βd ¼ 1.6, αd ¼ −0.4),
and the error bars are scaled to that model. Compared to the BK14 BB spectra, which contain both foregrounds and lensing components,
the lensing template represents an alternate way to estimate the lensing B-modes which is largely foreground-immune, and, as we see
here, provides good signal-to-noise in the resulting auto- and cross-spectra.
TABLE II. Priors imposed on each parameter for both
maximum-likelihood search and posterior sampling for the
baseline analysis. Uða; bÞ denotes uniform distribution between
½a; b. N ðμ; σ2Þ denotes normal distribution with mean μ and
variance σ2.
Parameter ML search Sampling
r Uð−0.5; 0.5Þ Uð0; 0.5Þ
Ad Uð−2; 15Þ Uð0; 15Þ
Async Uð−2; 15Þ Uð0; 50Þ
βd N ð1.6; 0.112Þ N ð1.59; 0.112Þ
βs N ð−3.1; 0.32Þ N ð−3.1; 0.32Þ
αd Uð−1; 0Þ Uð−1; 0Þ
αs Fixed Uð−1; 0Þ
ϵ Fixed Uð0; 1Þ
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additional cross-spectra with the other bands of WMAP
and Planck, are the new additions to the bandpower data
vector input to the likelihood analysis. It is interesting to
note that the error bars are much smaller at low l for
LT × LT than for LT × 150. This is because, although
the 150 GHz map noise is very small, the dust sample
variance is large.
A. Reduction in σðrÞ
The inclusion of the lensing template cross-spectra
reduces the effective sample variance of the lensing
component of the observed B-modes. This is the reason
that the uncertainty of the r component can be reduced
when we add a lensing template to the likelihood.
In BK14, we introduced σðrÞ as a measure of the
intrinsic constraining power of a given set of experimental
data. In contrast to the width of the 68% highest posterior
density interval as derived from the real data this measure
is not subject to noise fluctuation within that single
realization. To compare the σðrÞ from the BK14 dataset
and the BK14 dataset with lensing template included, we
repeat the analysis of Appendix E.3 of the BK14 paper.
We run maximum-likelihood searches with the baseline
lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ synchrotronþ r model on the
lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ noise simulations for the two
cases. The parameters and priors are the same as in
BK14 and are summarized in Table II. The amplitudes
at l ¼ 80 of the dust and synchrotron BB spectra defined
at 353 GHz and 23 GHz are denoted by Ad and Async,
respectively; β and α denote the frequency and spatial
spectral indices, with subscripts d and s referring to
dust and synchrotron respectively; ϵ denotes the dust-
synchrotron correlation. Flat priors are applied to r, Ad,
Async & αd, and Gaussian priors are applied to βd and βs.
Figure 8 shows the distributions of maximum likelihood r,
Ad, and Async values. With the inclusion of the lensing
template, we reduce σðrÞ from 0.024 to 0.022, a
∼10% reduction.6
We also generate simulated lensing templates using
only one of SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck for the input
Q=U maps. We add the single-experiment lensing template
to the BK14 simulation set and perform maximum-
likelihood searches. We find that the σðrÞ from LTSPTpol,
LTBICEP=Keck, and LTPlanck to be 0.0223, 0.0230, and
0.0236 respectively.7 This shows that the SPTpol Q=U
maps contribute most to recovering the lensing B-modes.
The fact that LTBICEP=Keck contributes more than LTPlanck
shows that the signal-to-noise per mode at low l is more
important than having a wider range in l for the particular
combination of the l range and noise levels between BICEP/
Keck and Planck.
B. Parameter posteriors of BK14 with delensing
We now repeat the eight-parameter likelihood
evaluation of the real data as in the BK14 paper. We again
use COSMOMC [55] and the lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ
synchrotronþ r model with parameters and priors sum-
marized in Table II. Figure 9 shows the posterior distribu-
tions of the baseline analysis compared with the BK14
result. The peak and 68% credible regions of the margin-
alized r distribution are shifted down from the BK14 values
of 0.028þ0.026−0.025 to 0.027
þ0.023
−0.022 when the lensing template is
FIG. 8. Histograms of maximum-likelihood values of r, Ad, and Async from 499 realizations of BK14þ LT (blue) and BK14 (gray)
lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ noise simulations in the baseline model with six free parameters: r, Ad, Async, βd, βs and αd. The red lines mark
the means of the distributions for the BK14þ LT simulation set, and the gray dashed lines mark the input values. σðrÞ from the
BK14þ LT (BK14) simulation set is 0.022 (0.024) from the leftmost panel.
6Note that this σðrÞ is computed in a six-dimensional param-
eter space as opposed to the eight-dimensional parameter space
which is used when sampling. This is to maintain consistency
with the BK14 paper. For a 8D search, σðrÞ ¼ 0.026 without the
lensing template and σðrÞ ¼ 0.023 with. The relevant metric here
is the fractional reduction in σðrÞ between the two simulation sets
which is similar for the 6D and 8D searches.
7The three-experiment Q/U combined LT gives σðrÞ¼0.0221.
We provide three significant figures for comparisons between the
templates.
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included. The 95% C.L. upper limit on r0.05 is reduced from 0.090 to 0.082. Some of the other constraints are Ad ¼
4.2þ1.1−0.9 μK
2 and Async < 3.7 μK2 (95% C.L.).
8 The maximum-likelihood model (including priors) in the 8D parameter space
is: r0.05 ¼ 0.025, Ad ¼ 4.0 μK2, Async ¼ 1.4 μK2, βd ¼ 1.6, βs ¼ −3.1, αd ¼ −0.17, αs ¼ −0.95, and ϵ ¼ 0.00. Against
FIG. 9. Posterior distributions of the baseline model parameters given the BK14þ LT dataset (black lines) compared with the BK14
dataset (red lines, which are the same as the black lines in Fig. 4 of the BK14 paper). The lensing template is constructed using combined
Q=U maps from SPTpol, BICEP/Keck, and Planck (Sec. III A 3) and a CIB map as the ϕ tracer (Sec. III B 1). The 95% C.L. upper limit
on the tensor-to-scalar ratio tightens from r0.05 < 0.090 to r0.05 < 0.082with the addition of the lensing template. The parameters Ad and
Async are the amplitudes of the dust and synchrotron B-mode spectra, where β and α are the frequency and spatial spectral indices
respectively. The dust-synchrotron correlation parameter is denoted by ϵ. The up-turn of the 1D posterior distribution of Async as it
approaches zero comes from the increased volume allowed by the ϵ parameter as ϵ becomes ambiguous when Async ¼ 0. In the 1D
panels for the α, β, and ϵ parameters, the blue dashed lines denote the priors for each parameter.
8As noted, the model space is identical to BK14 to enable apples-to-apples comparison. However, we have since then made one
model change in BK15 [14] and widened the prior range of the dust-synchrotron correlation parameter ϵ from 0 < ϵ < 1 to −1 < ϵ < 1
(see Appendix E1 in BK15 for details). With this prior, the BK14 r peak and 68% credible regions reduce from 0.043þ0.031−0.028 to 0.038
þ0.029
−0.024
when a lensing template is included.
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this model, we compute χ2 ¼ ðd −mÞ†Cov− 1ðd −mÞ ¼
768 for the 9 × 78 ¼ 702 data bandpowers.We compare this
number against the distribution in simulations finding a PTE
of 0.15. We conclude that the model is a sufficient
description of the data at present.
We perform a couple of variations to the baseline
analysis to explore degeneracies amongst model parameters
that are important to lensing and changes in r with different
input datasets. In the baseline analysis, the lensing BB
spectrum is taken as the ΛCDM expectation in both
normalization and shape. As an alternative we rescale this
spectrum by the parameter AL and sample the posterior
distribution in the ΛCDMþ AL model space. Secondly, as
is done in Sec. VI A, we form input lensing templates using
Q=U maps from one of the three experiments instead of
combining them. We discuss the results of each variation in
the following paragraphs.
When we allow AL to float, we note a AL − r degeneracy
in the BK14 dataset, as shown in Fig. 10, and as was
previously noted in an earlier BICEP/Keck analysis [15].
When the lensing template is added to the BK14 dataset,
the degeneracy between r and AL is reduced. In this model
space, the peak and 68% credible regions of the margin-
alized r distribution with and without the lensing template
are 0.025þ0.023−0.022 and 0.009
þ0.031
−0.009 , and the upper limits on r
are r0.05 < 0.081 and r0.05 < 0.079 respectively. The peak
and 68% credible regions of AL with and without the
lensing template are 1.03 0.10 and 1.21 0.17
respectively.9 The shift in the peak AL is consistent with
expectations from simulations, where 25% of the simu-
lation realizations have AL shifts with absolute magnitude
larger than that seen in data. We see that with the addition
of the lensing template, we are able to better constrain the
lensing power in the measured auto- and cross-spectra
across the different frequencies and thereby reduce the
probability of misassigning power to lensing.
We show in Fig. 11 the r posterior distributions from
analyses in the lensed-ΛCDM model space using lensing
templates constructed from Q=U maps coming from only
one of the three experiments, SPTpol, BICEP/Keck and
Planck. We see that the peaks of the r posteriors from the
BICEP/Keck-only and the Planck-only cases are close to
the baseline case, while the width of the r posterior from the
Planck-only case is a bit larger than the baseline case. The
larger r posterior uncertainty is expected given the larger
σðrÞ from the Planck-only simulation set in Sec. VI A. The
peak of the r posterior for the SPTpol-only case is shifted
up slightly compared with the baseline case. This might
seem slightly surprising given that the SPTpol Q=U maps
contribute most of the weight in the combined Q=U maps
over a broad range of angular scales. To quantify the
probability of the observed shift between the baseline case
and the SPTpol-only case, we extract the best-fit r values
from the baseline simulation set and the SPTpol-only
FIG. 10. Posterior distributions on r and AL, a parameter used
to scale the lensing BB power, from an alternative analysis in
which the amplitude of lensing is a free parameter. With the
addition of the lensing template, the probability of shuffling
lensing power to other parameters is reduced, thus the degeneracy
between r and AL is reduced.
FIG. 11. The r posterior curves from the baseline analysis,
along with r curves from analyses using lensing templates
constructed from Q=U maps from only one of the three experi-
ments: BICEP/Keck, Planck, and SPTpol. The shifts in the curves
are consistent with expectations from simulations.
9We note that we have kept fixed a component of the noise bias
in the LT autospectrum (sϕ  nQU in Eq. (11) which varies with
AL. It contributes<10% of the total noise bias and is only present
in the LT × LT part of the data vector. Varying this noise
component with AL would slightly tighten the constraint on
AL, but the qualitative conclusion would be changed.
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lensing template simulation set. Restricting to the subset
with positive best-fit r in the baseline setup, we count the
fraction of realizations that have larger best-fit r differences
between the SPTpol-only and the baseline set than is seen
in the data. We find 20% of the simulations fit this criterion,
and thus we conclude that what is observed in the data is
typical of the expected fluctuations.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we build on the BICEP/Keck analysis
framework and demonstrate, for the first time, improve-
ments to constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r with
delensing. With the addition of a lensing template, we
reduce the uncertainty of the r estimate by constraining
the lensing B-mode contribution to the observed B-modes.
We construct the lensing template using an undeflect-and-
difference approach, in which we undeflect the observed
Q=U maps by a ϕ tracer, and then difference the unde-
flected maps from the input maps. The Q=U maps we use
are a 150 GHz combination of SPTpol observations from
2013–2015, BICEP/Keck observations up to 2014, and the
Planck satellite full-mission observations. The ϕ tracer we
use is a CIB map constructed using the GNILC algorithm
from Planck data. The resulting lensing template is added
as a pseudofrequency band to the BK14 dataset, in which
BICEP/KeckWMAP and Planck maps are used to constrain
Galactic foregrounds and r.
We present two key results from this analysis. First, we
estimate σðrÞ using our lensed-ΛCDMþ dustþ noise
simulation set. We find maximum likelihood values of
the baseline model parameters for each simulation reali-
zation and take the mean and standard deviation over the
499 realizations. We find that, with the addition of the
lensing template, σðrÞ improves from 0.024 in BK14 to
0.022, a ∼10% improvement. The second main result is the
posterior peak value, 68% credible region, and upper limit
on r when we add the lensing template to the BK14 dataset.
With delensing, the peak and 68% credible regions shift
from r ¼ 0.028þ0.026−0.025 to r ¼ 0.027þ0.023−0.022 , and the 95% C.L.
upper limit on r is reduced from 0.090 to 0.082.
We estimate the impact on r from potential biases in the
inputs used to construct the simulated lensing templates.
We find the biases to r from misestimating the cross-
spectrum of the CIB and ϕ to be small, and the biases to r
from biases in polarization efficiency of the CMB Q=U
maps to be negligible. We find negligible difference in σðrÞ
due to modeling the non-Gaussian CIB field as Gaussian
for this dataset, and that the uncertainties in the CIB
autospectrum and the CIB × ϕ cross-spectrum contribute
subdominantly to σðrÞ. We perform checks against poten-
tial unmodeled systematic contaminations to the lensing
template. This includes Galactic foregrounds leaking into
the lensing template through either the input Q=U maps or
the input CIB map. We show that the data lensing template
is sufficiently well-described by the simulations. Therefore
we conclude that the results are robust against these sources
of systematics given the current noise levels.
At the BK14 level of map noise and Galactic foreground
variance, simulations indicate that perfect delensing would
reduce σðrÞ from 0.024 to 0.018. This implies that the
variance from lensing B-modes is not the dominant source
of uncertainty (<30%) when constraining r in this dataset.
However, with current and upcoming ground-based CMB
telescopes, e.g., BICEP Array [56], SPT-3G [57], AdvACT,
Simons Array, Simons Observatory [58], and CMB-S4
[59], the millimeter-wave sky will be mapped with ever
higher signal-to-noise. Lensing B-modes will become a
dominant source of uncertainty, and delensing will be
crucial to break the floor of σðrÞ set by the lensing variance.
For example, while in the most recent BICEP/Keck r analysis
BK15 [14] lensing variance continues to be subdominant,
in the upcoming result BK18 lensing variance contributes
roughly half of the r uncertainty budget. Projecting further,
without delensing, the BICEP Array experiment σðrÞ would
plateau at ∼0.006. However, this σðrÞ could be reduced by
a factor of about 2.5 with delensing using a ϕ field
reconstructed using CMB maps from the SPT-3G experi-
ment. This is a much more significant reduction in the
uncertainty on r than is achieved in this work.
To reach the target σðrÞ of 5 × 10−4 for the next-
generation ground-based CMB experiment CMB-S4, more
than 90% of the lensing sample variance needs to be
removed [60]. Delensing to such low residual levels
requires high values of ρL, the correlation between the ϕ
tracer and the underlying ϕ field. In addition to using ϕ
maps reconstructed from low-noise, high-resolution CMB
observations [e.g., [24,61,62] ], higher ρL tracers could be
obtained by combining different tracers [e.g., [63,64] ] and
using optimal methods [e.g, [65–68] ]. Wewill be exploring
various approaches to delensing [e.g., [67] ] in future joint
analyses of BICEP/Keck and SPT-3G data, confronting
delensing algorithms with real-world nonidealities and
developing techniques to mitigate systematics, readying
our analysis for the future of low-noise data and the
possibility of detecting PGWs.
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In this paper, we have used a map-space “undeflect-and-
difference” method to construct the lensing template.
Previous works have inferred the lensing B-modes
B̂lensðlÞ by lensing the observed E-modes to first order





0Þϕ̄ðℓ − ℓ 0ÞĒðℓ 0Þ; ðA1Þ
where Wðℓ ; ℓ 0Þ ¼ ℓ 0 · ðℓ − ℓ 0Þ sinð2φℓ ;ℓ 0 Þ, and Ē and ϕ̄
are the Wiener filtered E-modes and ϕ tracer respectively
[e.g., [16] ]. An advantage to this formulation is that by
acting on the E-modes of the observed sky only, noise in
the lensing template is reduced versus the undeflect-and-
difference method. This extra noise enters by undeflecting
Q=U maps which also contain B-modes. While the signal
contribution from the B-modes is small, the level of noise
fluctuations is similar to those in the E-modes, which
contribute noise to the undeflect-and-difference templates.
However, this is not a fundamental limitation to the map-
space approach as implemented in this paper. One could
Fourier transform the Q=U maps to E=B-modes, null the
B-modes, and then transform back to Q=U maps before
performing the undeflect-and-difference operation, which
would remove this specific noise. In fact, we experimented
with adding these steps and found that for the present case,
the reduction in lensing template noise is fractionally very
small for l < 500.
For future analyses, we will revisit the algorithm used to
produce the lensing template to further improve its signal-
to-noise. Besides removing the extra noise contribution,
other possible improvements include filling in the region
outside the SPTpol coverage (as seen in Fig. 2) using the
information available from BICEP/Keck and Planck.
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